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ABSTRACT
Cone crushers are used in the mineral, mining, and aggregate industry for fragmentation and
production of rock materials. Cone crusher control systems are widely used for machine
protection, wear compensation and, to some extent, increasing production. These systems
ordinarily focus on the crusher and not the yield of production process.
In this thesis real-time optimization is explored to the control of eccentric speed and on-line
CSS adjustment based on information from the process. The objective is to develop theories,
models, software and hardware that enable real-time optimization of a single crushing and
screening stage. The main hypothesis is that fixed parameters can never be optimal over time
because many things in the process vary continuously.
The eccentric speed in a cone crusher determines the number of times a material is
compressed and thus the particle size distribution of the product. The speed of the crusher is
usually fixed since speed change by changing pulleys is a labor intensive activity. By
applying a frequency converter to the crusher motor power supply, it is possible to
continuously adjust the eccentric speed. The cost for frequency converters has decreased
significantly over the last decade.
By applying mass-flow sensors to the process, e.g. conveyor-belt scales, the crusher result can
be monitored and the result can be fed back to an operator or a computer. To analyze data
from the process and automatically calculate the appropriate value for the Closed Side Setting
(CSS) and eccentric speed, algorithms have been developed. The goal for the algorithms is to
maximize the product yield in a given moment. The algorithms are loaded into computer
systems that can communicate with sensors and crushers.
The developed algorithms are tested and evolved at full-scale aggregate crushing plants.
Crushing stage performance increased 3.5% in terms of production yield compared to a fixed
CSS when the algorithm was implemented in addition to the existing control system. The
algorithm automatically compensates for changes in the feed material and also decreases the
need for calibration of the CSS. The crushing stages where the speed algorithm were tested
increased their performance by between 4.2% and 6.9% compared to a good fixed speed. In
real life however, the performance was increased by almost 20% since an inappropriate speed
was selected during installation. As a bonus, on one of the test plants for the dynamic speed,
the lifetime of the manganese wear parts increased 27% on the evaluated crusher, as a
consequence of changed crusher dynamics.
In conclusion, real-time optimization has been demonstrated to be feasible and increases the
production yield with significantly numbers and should thus be of commercial interest to the
industry.
Key words: cone crusher, crushing, real-time optimization, process optimization, CSS,
eccentric speed.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The aims of this chapter are to:
− Introduce the concept of crushing plants and their importance in a modern society.
− Describe the operation of a crushing plant.
− Introduce real-time control of crushing plants.
− Describe the main challenges associated with crushing plant control.

1.1 CRUSHED ROCK MATERIAL
Rock crushers are used in the aggregate, mining, and mineral industries. Cost-effective
production, including size reduction and size classification, is the primary challenge in these
industries. Size reduction is achieved using crushers, while classification is achieved by
screens.
Aggregates are used in homes and office buildings as well as in transportation infrastructure.
Due to their low inherent value of about €5-15 per tonne, they are usually manufactured less
than 40 km from where they are being used. Aggregates can be composed of gravel, crushed
rock material, or both. Aggregate rock materials are processed by both crushers and screens,
while sand and gravel sometimes are only screened. In Sweden in year 2008, 78 million
tonnes of aggregates were produced from crushed rock materials [1], corresponding to 79% of
all manufactured aggregate products. The remaining 21% of aggregates were mainly
produced from sand and gravel deposits. However, extraction from natural sand and gravel
deposits is steadily decreasing, which motivates finding more cost-efficient processing
methodologies for crushed rock aggregates. In Europe, about three billion tonnes of
aggregates were produced at about 28000 production sites in year 2007 [4].
Crushing plants are used as a pre-processing stage before milling and other fine particle
treatments in the mineral and mining industries. In year 2008, 51 million tonnes of ore and
bedrock from iron ore mines and non ferrous mines and 9 million tonnes of limestone were
extracted in Sweden [9]. These tonnages were pre-processed by crushing plants.

1.2 CRUSHING PLANTS
Crushing plants consist of single machines or a set of machines that are put together to form a
process to gradually reduce the size of the processed material. The machines include the
following:
•
•
•
•
•

Size reduction machines, e.g. crushers.
Separation machines, e.g. screens.
Transportation equipment, e.g. trucks and conveyor belts.
Storage, e.g. stockpiles or bins.
Extra equipment, such as scrubbers and soil mixers (occasionally).
1

The proocess is divided into sevveral stagess with differrent size rannges in eachh. The confiiguration
of the plants
p
can diiffer, but in general theey are as folllows. The primary
p
stagge consists of a jaw
crusher or sometim
mes a gyratoory crusher. The second
dary and terrtiary stagess, on the oth
her hand,
use conne crushers as size redduction maachines. However, the final shapee of the prroduct is
sometim
mes achieveed in a vertical shaft im
mpact crush
her (VSI). In
I addition,, screens are placed
betweenn the crusheers in mostt stages. A single-stag
ge crushing plant usingg gravel as the raw
materiall is shown in
i Figure 1.

Figure 1. Sannd & Grus AB
B Jehander's crrushing plant in Fjärås. A photo
p
(top) annd a schematicc
illlustration (bottom) as oftenn depicted in order
o
to see th
he process morre easily. The numbers on the
t
photoo correspond to the numberrs on the depiction.

1.3 OPERATION
N OF CRUSH
HING PLAN
NTS
Crushinng plants aree dusty, dirrty, and noissy and thereefore harsh environmeents to work
k in. The
machinees are largee and heavyy because thhey need to
o handle larrge quantitiies of abrasive rock
materiall and resisst high inteernal loadss. Although
h it is a process
p
induustry, the level of
automattion is oftenn scarce, sppecifically inn the aggreg
gates industry. One reaason for thee lack of
automattion is thatt the low innherent matterial valuee of the maanufacturedd products does
d
not
appreciaably motivaated automaation develoopment. An
nother reasoon is that thhe required number
of persoonnel is relaatively low
w. For instannce, most production units
u
only require main
ntenance
and repair a few tim
mes per yeaar. In additiion, cone crrushers havee level indiccators that stop
s
raw
materiall feeding when
w
the crushers
c
arre full. Mo
ost primaryy jaw crushhers, howeever, are
controllled by an opperator.

2

Worn parts are replaced regularly by maintenance personnel. Crusher manganese liners wear
quickly in most cone crushers, except when the feed material is a soft material like limestone.
A typical wear part change interval for aggregate cone crushers is 100-1000 hours of
operation. In highly abrasive quartzite crushing, the wear life can be as low as two weeks.
Wear in cone crushers has been thoroughly investigated by Lindqvist [32]. In Figure 2, a cone
crusher can be seen during a wear part change.

Figure 2. A Sandvik Hydrocone H6000 at NCC Roads’ crushing plant Ramnaslätt during
assembly after a wear part change. The cone, main shaft and top bearing can be seen in the center
of the crusher.

Screen cloths wear out regularly. The cloth consists of either weaved steel wires, punched
rubber or molded polymer. The wear of crusher mantle liners and screen cloths dramatically
affects the products and the performance of the crushing process, Svedensten [46]. Changing
liners in a crusher too late may cause severe mechanical damage. Changing too early,
however, will cost money in the form of both unutilized parts as well as production loss.
Loading and unloading rock material is a common task for personnel. The rock material is
loaded from the muckpile into the plant, or mobile unit, with an excavator or a wheel loader,
which often, but not always, occurs in combination with a dump truck. After the crushing
process, the produced material, i.e. the product, lands in either a stockpile or a material bin. If
it lands in a bin, it is possible to load trucks or train hoppers directly from the bin. An
example of such an automatic loading system can be seen in Figure 3. More often, however,
the material has to be handled by an operator-controlled wheel loader when it is loaded onto
trucks or train hoppers. When the plant is situated near the sea, ships are also used as a means
of delivery. An example of loading equipment for ships can be seen in Figure 4.

3

Figure 3. Loading and weigh station at the same place. VMC’s Reliance operation, Irwindale, CA,
USA.

Depending on the size of the crushing plant, personnel duties can vary greatly. For larger
plants, the tasks are more specialized, such as maintenance, loading, and process operation,
while for smaller plants, one person may have several or even all of the mentioned tasks.

Figure 4. Loading equipment on the quay that can be used for ships and trucks. Norstone AS’ Tau
plant, Norway.
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1.4 REAL-TIMEE OPERATION OF CRU
USHING PLANTS
L
Crushinng plants tooday operaate in a sttatic mode, which meeans that tthe intentio
on when
designinng the circuuits and opeerating them
m is to achieeve an evenn and smoothh productio
on result,
which is
i also, hoppefully, as good
g
as posssible. How
wever, no, or
o at least vvery little, feedback
f
propagaates back to the operatoor, unlike inn many otheer industriess. It is the auuthor’s opin
nion that
feedbacck together with
w controol would impprove the process
p
in thhis industry and is defin
ned here
as real-ttime optimization of crrushing plannts.
OPEN LOOP CONTR
ROL OF CONE
E CRUSHERS
S
Most coone crusherrs are fed auutomaticallyy; the mateerial level iss kept in a specific ran
nge by a
program
mmable logiic controllerr (PLC) or a relay thatt switches a feeder andd/or a belt conveyor
c
on and off
o accordinng to signals from feedd level senso
ors. Sometim
mes, if the bbelt and/or feeder is
controllled continuously with a frequenccy converteer, this leveel is kept iin its rangee with a
proportiional-integrral-derivativve (PID) controller.
c
Some
S
conee crushers are automaated; an
automattic control system
s
prevvents the cloosed side seetting (CSS)) from deviaating from a desired
setpointt. This is doone by adjuusting the cone
c
verticaally with hyydraulics orr by turning
g the top
shell onn its threadss, thereby adjusting
a
thee concave vertically,
v
d
depending
oon the mach
hine type
as descrribed later. The control systems attempt
a
to keep the CSS
S at a valuee determineed by the
operatorr or, when size
s reductioon is imporrtant, at a co
onstant maxximum presssure or pow
wer draw.
The cruusher controol system is
i an open--loop config
guration; thhe control ssystem conttrols the
machinee almost fuully indepenndently of what happ
pens to the material ppassing thro
ough the
crusher.. A block diiagram for the
t control system
s
is illlustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Open-loopp control of CS
SS on a cone crusher.
c

PROBLEEMS WITH REAL
E -TIME OPTIMIZATIO
ON
Aggregaate producction, incluuding the crushing
c
process,
p
is a complexx process because
producttion of a single particcle size is not possib
ble using tooday’s techhnology. In
nstead, a
distribuution of diffferently sizzed particless is manufaactured. Thhe parameteers involved
d in this
process and that aff
ffect the quaantities and qualities therein are alsso complexx.
Raw material
m
variies depending on the excavation site and how
h
the maaterial was blasted.
Dependding on wheere the focuus is in thee process, th
he feed maaterial can aalso be affeected by
earlier crushers
c
andd other prodduction unitts. For exam
mple, a crussher earlier in the proccess flow
can gennerate an exxcess of finne material, affecting the
t perform
mance of thee following
g screens
and cruushers later in the proocess. Typiccally, finerr material affects
a
the hydraulic pressure,
p
5

power draw, additional generation of fine material, and capacity. The raw material parameters
can vary periodically and stochastically with a long or short time scale.
Manganese liner wear affects crusher performance. A worn crusher chamber has undergone
physical changes and has a different profile than that of a new chamber, which affects both
the capacity of the crusher and the size and shape of the produced particles. Some crushing
chambers are more sensitive to wear than others. Further, crushers with worn liners can
behave differently, with some increasing and others losing their capacity as a function of
wear.
CSS is the parameter used to adjust many contemporary crushers online. Crushers with a
hydraulic CSS adjustment can be controlled online in an open-loop configuration as
previously described. Crushers using a threaded top shell design can also be controlled using
an open-loop configuration; however, the control is limited by the thread clamping system,
which cannot be released when material is present in the crushing chamber. Some crushers
using a threaded top shell design can be adjusted when loaded; however, making adjustments
when loaded will probably shorten the lifetime of many of the machine parts.
Cone crushers usually run at a fixed eccentric speed. Frequency converters can potentially
control the eccentric speed by controlling the frequency of the alternating current to an
asynchronous motor. However this has historically been too expensive to implement. Manual
speed changes, on the other hand, require changing belt pulleys, which is labor intensive.
Because aggregate crushing is a process industry with a continuous flow of processed rock
material, the performance of the process is difficult to obtain online. One way to determine
the effect of a change is to take a belt cut before and after the change. Unfortunately, belt cuts
stop production and may not accurately represent changes (a typical belt cut only contains
rock from 0.5 seconds of production). In addition, they are often divided down to a couple of
kilos before being sieved. Thus, substantial manual work is required before anything can be
said about the process, and further, by the time the result is ready, the crushing conditions
may have already changed several times.
One way to obtain process information is to use mass-flow meters, commonly being a belt
scale, on the conveyor belts. Unfortunately, traditional belt scales are relatively expensive, on
the order of € 5000-10000, and are therefore sparsely installed. Consequently, the high cost
associated with implementing flow meters has hindered the development of process control in
this kind of process industry.
Operators are busy and do not have enough time to control an open-loop crusher as
effectively as well-configured computer software. Such software coupled with adequate
sensors can facilitate closed-loop control, as depicted in Figure 6, which was originally
presented by Evertsson [20]. This control configuration also requires models or rules to
transform user requests into machine setpoints.

6

Figure 6. Possible system for closedd-loop processs control for a single crushing stage.
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2 OBJECTIVES
The aims of this chapter are to:
− Describe the purpose of the research project resulting in this thesis.
− Formulate the research questions.

2.1 RESEARCH OUTLINE
The purpose of this research project is to understand the production process of rock materials
in which cone crushers are used and to develop knowledge and methods for optimizing the
operation of these machines in real-time to maximize product yield. Real-time is here
interpreted as what is possible to adjust during operation with sufficient feedback from the
process. Real-time optimization will potentially increase the automation in the aggregates,
mineral, and mining industries and will thus assist operator decision making and increase
production. Crushing plants are investigated in particular, with the goal of helping producers
at crushing plants directly select which products they want to produce, which is accomplished
by real-time optimization of the machines.
This thesis focuses on optimizing a single crushing and screening stage, see Figure 7. The
reasons for focusing on a single crusher are that there are currently two real-time adjustable
parameters and that even by optimizing a single crusher, the output of the crushing plant will
be directly affected in terms of final products.
The objective for this thesis is to develop theories, models, software and hardware that enable
real-time optimization of a single crushing and screening stage. An important part of this
investigation is to find or develop suitable sensors for this type of process.
The main hypothesis is that fixed parameters can never be optimal over time because several
other parameters change continuously.

Figure 7. The focus of this thesis is a crusher and screening stage, depicted in the dashed box.
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2.2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
There are five research questions that have been formulated within the scope of this work:

10

•

Crusher control systems are widely used for wear compensation and machine
protection (e.g. over load, fatigue life). Is it possible to improve the production process
by complementing these open-loop systems with feedback from the process and
product yield and thereby obtain a closed-loop control system?

•

In order to control crushers using information about the product yield, it is necessary
to monitor the material flows at different positions in the process. Is there a more cost
effective alternative to expensive belt scales?

•

CSS is the most common control parameter for adjusting the product from cone
crushers. Is it possible to use other parameters such as eccentric speed for real-time
optimization?

•

Is it possible to optimize the process with two real-time adjustable parameters at the
same time?

•

Is it possible for a real-time algorithm to perform the optimization described above?

3 RESEAR
RCH APP
PROACH
H
The aim
ms of this chapter are too:
− Introduce
I
thhe researchh methodoloogy used.
− Explain
E
thee relevance of the appllied researcch method with
w respect to the proj
oject and
t researchh questions.
the
The woork in this thesis
t
was carried
c
out at the Challmers Rockk Processingg Research (CRPR)
which is a part of the
t Machinne Elementss group at th
he Departm
ment of Prodduct and Pro
oduction
Developpment at Chhalmers Unniversity off Technolog
gy. Researchh on equipm
ment and processes
p
for prodducing crushhed rock material in thhe aggregatee and mininng industry hhas been peerformed
here sinnce 1993. The
T Machinne Elementss area has a long histtory and traadition of problemp
orientedd research methodolog
m
gy. The corre idea focu
uses on sellecting an aappropriate method
based on
o the natuure of the problem. This probllem-oriented research method has
h been
describeed by Everttsson [20]. However, because off the nature of the currrent project, which
requiress early impplementationn and evaluuation of th
he research ideas, project implem
mentation
was carrried out annd tested inn real crushhing plants along with ongoing reesearch, i.e. project
implem
mentation waas introduced earlier than
t
normaal, as descriibed by Svvedensten [4
46]. The
differennt steps in thhe applied research metthod are sho
own in Figuure 8.

F
Figure
8. Probblem-based reesearch method with early im
mplementation.
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Problem-based research begins by identifying a problem or question that needs to be solved to
achieve some benefit or improvement. The nature of the problems can, of course, be very
different, which is why the method is not selected beforehand. The problem in question does
not necessarily originate from a malfunction, but can, as in this research project, start with an
assumed potential of increased productivity.
The problem area in question is observed to identify its nature. This can be done with field
studies, examining the literature, guiding experiments, or performing interviews, for example.
Subsequently, appropriate methods are selected and models are developed. During this phase,
several potential methods and models, in combination with previously reported literature, are
studied to select the ones most suitable for the problem. The process is iterative, and a new
method is selected if the previous is found to be insufficient.
The result of this work is then tested and verified, preferably together with the industry. This
verification phase is also an iterative process, meaning that further potential improvements
may lead to a new iteration.
To assist the previously described steps and to ensure that the result is applicable,
implementation should begin during the course of research. Implementation leads to product
and process development, which is a separate challenge and research field unto itself.
However, doing the opposite, i.e. not considering implementing the results, likely leads to
unrealistic solutions to the problems and results that are of no practical use.
This project was conducted in collaboration with aggregate producers, which involved regular
meetings between project members and industry workers and the utilization of their plants for
the discussed case studies. The advantage, and challenge, of this arrangement was to design
test equipment to be handled by the producers themselves, both during the studies and
afterward.
One of the most important scientific challenges in working in this type of project is
interpreting industrial needs. In support of this function, the CRPR group has complemented
the problem-based research method with a value-based approach. The Value Model [33],
which originates from value management, is a method that aims to improve the value of
products and services by focusing on the value created for the customers. The concept of
value is based on the relationship between satisfying needs and expectations and the resources
required to achieve them [10]. Value engineering was first used at General Electric during
World War II with the purpose to use limited resources as effectively as possible. The method
was later adopted by many other industries.
In this five years project everything was not set from the beginning. Research is evolutionary
itself, also in the short perspective in the meaning that the hypotheses that are confirmed are
also the same as the next generation hypotheses are built upon. Furthermore, those that were
not confirmed, or perhaps showed to be false, are not the basis for the next step, even though
it is only from these anomalies new knowledge can be achieved. The fact that the problemoriented research method does not accept that a certain method or solution did not work, and
instead finds a new way to solve the problem makes it suitable for engineering fields. This
evolutionary development of the research presented in this thesis is best reflected in the
appended consecutive papers, A-E.
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4 LITERATURE REVIEW
The aim of this chapter is to:
− Provide an overview and introduction to the research performed for optimizing
crushing plant control and control in similar process industries.
The amount of research around real-time optimization of crushing plants is very limited. Even
with a wider focus including many crushing plant simulations the amount of work is sparse.
Although process control with respect to the produced products is a common practice in many
other process industries, it is rarely seen in an aggregates context.
CRUSHING AND CRUSHER PARAMETERS
Since the 1970’s models of production units and processes in the comminution industry has
been modeled, e.g. by Whiten [49] from the Julius Kruttschnitt Mineral Research Center
(JKMRC). Work more specific on cone crusher performance have been published e.g. Briggs
[19] from JKMRC and Evertsson [20] from Chalmers. Unfortunately, many of these models
requires both crusher geometry and feed input data and the subsequent calculation is time
consuming, which make them less useful in a real-time optimization perspective. Sensors
capable of providing data for use in these systems are rare. However, these models can still be
used for validation and for understanding.
Karra [28] tested several parameters on cone crushers in the 1970’s by investigating eccentric
speed as a parameter setting and found speed had no significant effect on the particle size
distribution or the capacity. These results are difficult to explain, but could possibly be due to
effects of other much more significant parameters. The lack of an accurate procedure for longterm evaluation is another explanation. No references or investigations for dynamic speed
control have been found. Bearman has investigated how several material parameters affect
comminution machines, e.g. in [13]. Bearman and Briggs [14] have investigated how several
time dependant parameters affect the crusher output. They state that an active use of these
parameters, including a better control system, would help in keeping up performance.
SIMULATION AND OPTIMIZATION
Maximum plant output can be obtained by theoretically optimizing gross profit using
simulation software, and then running the plant according to those optimizations. Such
simulation software are provided by for example Sandvik (Plant Designer), Metso (Bruno),
JK Tech (SimMet) and BedRock Software (Aggflow) [40]. The optimization in this kind of
software is described by Svedensten [46]. Many variables impact plant operation: natural
variations of rock material properties in the feed, equipment wear, weather, and unscheduled
stops. To implement real-time control of a crushing plant, an accurate measurement of the
process status with these variables in mind is crucial.
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SENSORS
For both the aggregate and the mining industry there are several image analysis systems
entering the market during the recent years. Most of them consist of cameras above the
conveyor belt. The good thing with this is that almost all of the flow can be investigated, in
contrast to batch based systems as PartAn [27]. On the other hand systems like PartAn, where
the material is falling and rotating in front of the sensor, are the only way how to get all the
fine particles, and at the same time include the shape of the material.
Moshgbar et al. [38] described a product driven control strategy for cone crushers using wear
sensors and adaptable control parameters. They used a laser-based aggregate particle size
monitoring device.
REAL-TIME OPTIMIZATION
Impact crushers are controlled by adjusting their feed capacity. Reitemeyer [41] described a
method by which the feed rate to an impact crusher is controlled by a system using
information about the material flows as a control input. The throughput of feldspar was
doubled using this control technique. The same principle of determining the capacity through
the power draw of lifting conveyor belts was used in this work.
Milling operations have been more extensively investigated in the mining industry with
numerous of publications each year due to the high intrinsic economic value of the products.
At the PT Freeport copper mine, Mills et al. [36] have developed a real-time, adaptive
optimization system based on continuously calibrated models. The system is described as an
“optimizer on a higher level”. This system runs on a conventional personal computer and
delivers setpoints to the existing control system. Further, it also presents a number of nonmeasurable variables as estimates to the operator screen. Using this system increased the
throughput of the mill circuit by 5.7%.
Moshgbar et al. utilized integrated sensors in the manganese liners for determining wear,
thereby enabling the ability for dynamical wear compensation [38] and [39].
ALGORITHMS
An algorithm is an effective method for solving a problem with a finite number of steps [2]. It
is simply a set of rules in how to act or calculate in a deterministic way. In a comminution
context, it is sometimes seen for solving optimization problems theoretically. For instance
Svedensten [46] uses Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) for plant optimization, While et al. [48]
use EA for designing machine and process parameters on a crusher and Lee [30] uses EA for
theoretical optimization of crushing.
Evolutionary operation (EVOP), as described in Box and Draper [17], is a method wherein
the process variations are used for process improvements. The method is not an automated
method, rather on the contrary; it is used manually in manufacturing and process industries.
Holmes has successfully optimized a cement plant with an automatic EVOP system without
any explicit model [25]. The result was that the desired variable increased by 37% at the same
time as the mixture of raw materials used was changed to a more profitable one.
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5 PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
The aims of this chapter are to:
− Describe the production units used in crushing plants. Because the cone crusher is a
very common machine and has a significant impact on the result, the focus will be on
cone crushers.
− Describe the different parameters that are investigated for use in real-time
optimization.
The parameters to adjust, and thus control, the output of a cone crusher machine are the
closed side setting (CSS), the eccentric stroke (sometimes called throw), the eccentric speed,
and the crushing chamber. Other parameters to investigate are the particle size distributions of
the feed material, and parameters on screens installed upstream in the process. Not all of these
parameters can currently be adjusted in real-time while the machine is in operation. The two
parameters that can be adjusted in real-time until today are CSS and the eccentric speed.

5.1 PRODUCTION UNITS
CONE CRUSHERS
The basic principle of a cone crusher is depicted in Figure 9 and described here. A cone
crusher consists of a circular outer concave, wherein a mantle, shaped like a cone, moves
eccentrically. The concave and mantle together form the crushing chamber, which is where
crushing takes place. When the mantle is performing its eccentric motion, approximately at 6
Hz for a 36” cone crusher, the distance between the mantle and concave increases and
decreases harmonically. When the mantle-concave distance increases at an arbitrary vertical
cross-section, the rock particles fall down, and when the mantle-concave distance decreases,
the rock is compressed and crushed (compression phase). Each piece of rock is crushed
approximately 10 times on its way through the crusher. Cone crushers are usually operated at
a fixed eccentric speed. Cone crushers have been thoroughly described by Evertsson [20].
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Figure 9. Principle of a cone crusher.

The distance between the concave and mantle, measured at the narrowest is called the closed
side setting (CSS). The narrowest distance is normally at the outlet of the crushing chamber.
The CSS is adjusted and controlled differently depending on the type of cone crusher. In one
cone crusher design, the main shaft assembly with the supporting cone and mantle is adjusted
vertically by hydraulics underneath the main shaft, while the concave is fixed. The hydraulic
system protects the machine from overloading and potential damage from large non-crushable
objects, such as mill balls, bolts and excavator teeth, by evacuating the oil and thereby
lowering the mantel rapidly. During normal operation, the hydraulic system keeps the CSS at
a given position by controlling the vertical position of the mantle. This type is denoted as
Hydrocone from here on. For instance, most of Sandvik’s cone crushers, Metso’s G-series and
Thyssen Krupp’s Kubria-series are of this type.
In a different cone crusher design, the crusher head and its mantle are fixed vertically and
rotate eccentrically. The concave is fixed in the top shell, which is connected to the crusher
through a thread with a large diameter. As the mantle and concave are worn, the top shell
rotates and moves down and thus keeps the CSS at a given number. To protect the machine
from large non-crushable particles, the top shell also has a hydraulic release system that can
open the crusher rapidly if needed. This type is denoted as the HP type from here on. For
instance, Metso’s HP-series and FL Smidth’s Raptor-series are of this type. The two crusher
types are depicted in Figure 10.

Concave

Concave
Mantle

Concave

Concave
Mantle

Figure 10. Crusher types. The Hydrocone crusher (left) has a top bearing, and the angle between the horizontal
plane and the cone is steeper (~55 degrees), while the angle of the HP type (right) is flatter (~45-50 degrees).
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AL SHAFT IMPACTERS
M
(
(VSI)
VERTICA
A Vertiical Shaft Im
mpact crushher (VSI) is an impact crusher, which
w
workks like a cen
ntrifugal
pump, throwing
t
thee particles out
o from rottor. VSI cru
ushers are used
u
both inn aggregate, mineral
and minning industrries. VSI crushers
c
havve been thoroughly desscribed Rycchel [42]. Their
T
use
for quallity reasons in the aggrregates induustry are desscribed by Bengtsson
B
[15]. Generaally, VSI
crusherss produce a more cubbical particlle shape, however
h
thee productionn of fine materials
m
increasees comparedd to a cone crusher, whhich is often
n non-desiraable in the aaggregates industry.
i
In miniing, on the other handd, fines are often wantted, and VSI crusherss can then be
b more
energy effective [331]. The maachine itselff is lighter than a conee crusher, w
which also makes
m
it
cheaperr to buy, how
wever the costs
c
for weear parts maay be higherr. The param
meters to ch
hange in
this macchine are thhe feed itsellf, by-pass of a portion
n of the feeed material, the rotor geometry
g
and the speed. Thee speed is thhe most obvvious param
meter to worrk with in reeal-time, ho
owever it
is beyonnd the scoppe of this thhesis. An allternative im
mpact crushher is Horizzontal Shaft
ft Impact
crusher (HSI). Thee HSI crushher is mainnly used forr softer maaterials, e.g. Limestonee, in the
minerals industry. In an HSII crusher, the
t materiall is hit by hammers
h
thhat are fixeed to the
rotor, annd never byy the materiaal itself.

Figurre 11. VSI crussher seen from
m above, modeeled with disccrete element modeling.
m
Illuustration by J. Quist.
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SCREEN
NS
Screenss are used inn aggregate, mining annd mineral industries
i
too separate pparticles of different
d
sizes froom each othher and therreby form thhe productss. Screens coonsist of steeel wire of punched
p
rubber cloths whicch oscillatees in order to transpo
ort the mateerial and too let particcles pass
throughh the apertuures. The screening process
p
waas investigaated thorouughly by Soldinger
Stafham
mmar [45]. Screens
S
havve, just like crushers, seeveral machhine and proocess param
meters, of
which some
s
might be on-line adjustable, and would thus be possible to opptimize in reeal-time.
Howeveer, screens themselves
t
are beyond the scope of
o this thesis, apart from
m that they are used
for sepaaration of the
t productts, which inn their turn
n will be measured
m
inn real-time. Screens
cloths wear
w
rapidlly (dependeent of the abrasiveneess of the rock
r
materrial), and will
w thus
differennt sizes of particles pass
p
dependding of how
w long thee screen clloths have been in
operatioon. An exam
mple of a screen
s
in ann aggregate plant can be
b seen in Figure 12. For fine
sizes (leess than 2 mm) air cllassifiers caan be used to separatee the particcles by grav
vity and
aerodynnamic drag.

Figure 12.
1 This screeen is fed from the
t conveyor on
o top coming
g in from the right.
r
The products are conveyed on
d
different
conveeyor belts awaay from the scrreen. NCC’s Glimmingen
G
op
operation,
Udddevalla, Swed
den

CONVEY
YORS
Conveyyors are freqquently used in crushinng plants fo
or the transsportation oof feed mateerial and
productts. The sizess of the partticles are offten less thaan 200 mm. A conveyoor belt is mu
uch more
energy effective thhan vehiclees [26]. Hoowever, it is
i a fixed installation
i
and since quarries
changess in form and
a distance vehicles are often used
u
insteadd because of flexibilitty. Both
design criteria andd examples of conveyoor belts can
n be foundd in [5]. Ann example of
o many
conveyoors used in the
t same pllant can be seen
s
in Figu
ure 13. A deepicted connveyor belt is
i shown
in Figurre 20 in Chaapter 6.1.
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Figure 13.
1 Conveyor belts
b
are frequuently used foor transportatiion between different
d
produuction units in crushing
plants. VMC’s Reliannce operation,, Irwindale, CA,
C USA.

5.2 PARAMETER
A
RS
The varriable param
meters can be dividedd into desiign parametters, machiine parameters and
operatinng parameteers. For conne crushers,, these paraameters havee been desccribed by Evertsson
E
[20] in matrix form
m, showingg what eachh of the paraameters afffects. In adddition, management
parametters also exiist, such as selecting thhe time for changing
c
weear parts.
CLOSED
D SIDE SETTIING
The CS
SS is the moost commonnly used paarameter to adjust the degree of ccomminutio
on in the
machinee and thus the particlee size distriibution. It is
i also the parameter tthat has thee largest
impact in Karra’s experimentt [28]. As mentioned
m
previously,
p
it is currenntly used fo
or openloop coontrol in num
merous cruushing plantts all over the
t world. Some
S
crushhers have au
utomatic
control systems thhat have a feature thaat compenssates for crrushing chaamber wearr during
operatioon. In manyy other crusshers that do
d not have a fully auttomatic conntrol system
m, on the
other haand, the gapp between the
t mantle and concav
ve is controlled manuaally. This brrings the
drawbacck that the process must
m
be stoppped while adjusting the
t CSS, see Process Control
below. The
T effect of
o varying the
t CSS parrameter is shown
s
in Fiigure 14 (H
Hydrocone ty
ype) and
Figure 15a
1 (HP typpe).
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Figurre 14. Particlee size distribution (main illuustration) as a function of CSS
C in a Hydrrocone crusheer. The
capacityy for the same CSS range (eembedded illusstration).

The CS
SS affects thhe particle size distribbution becau
use the disttance betweeen the maantle and
concavee changes, and thus, the crushiing ratio and
a
the cappacity channges, accorrding to
Evertssoon [20]. Thhe amount of
o time that a particle stays
s
in thee crushing cchamber dettermines
the num
mber of com
mpressions itt will be exxposed to. Note
N that in both Figuree 14 and Fig
gure 15a
the currves are baasically shiffted horizoontally in the
t cumulaative particlle size disttribution
diagram
m, i.e., bothh the top-size and finnest size arre affected by the chhanges in th
he same
direction. In termss of the CS
SS parameteer, there is no major difference between th
hese two
crusher types.

F
Figure
15. Parrticle size distrribution as a function
f
of thee investigated parameter in the HP type: a)
the closed
c
side settings (CSS). b)
b eccentric sppeed.
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ECCENTTRIC SPEED
Eccentrric speed haas a significcant impact on the product in a coone crusherr. The speed
d affects
the num
mber of matterial comppressions, thhe effectivee compressiion ratio, annd thus the particle
size disttribution off the producct. Similarlyy, speed also
o determinees the shapee of the prod
duct, but
the disccussion of thhis phenom
menon is beyyond the sco
ope of this thesis.
t
Figuure 15 comp
pares the
impact of differennt CSS and eccentric speeds
s
on the
t produceed particles in an HP crusher.
While changes
c
in the CSS move
m
the product
p
cum
mulative paarticle sizee distributio
on curve
horizonntally, changges in the speed tend to rotate it.
i The top--size of thee particles, i.e., the
measureements of thhe largest particles,
p
is not significantly affeccted by diffferent speed
ds. In an
HP crusher the shhare of fineer particless increases with a redduced speedd. In a Hy
ydrocone
crusher,, on the othher hand, thhe rotation of
o the partiicle size disstribution iss less promiinent, as
shown in
i Figure 166. The direcction, at leaast in the fin
ner particless, is opposite to that off the HP
crusher;; as the speeed increasess, the number of finer particles
p
inccreases.

Figure 16. Particle
P
size diistribution as a function of eccentric
e
speeed in a Hydroccone crusher.

One theeory to expplain the diifference between the types of crushers
c
is that there are two
differennt effects, annd one is prrominent in one type off crusher, annd the otherr is promineent in the
other cooncept. Thee first effectt is that the eccentric sp
peed affectss the amounnt of time a particle
stays inn the crushinng chamberr in the Hyydrocone cru
ushers; thuss, the numbber of fine particles
p
increasees as the speed increeases becauuse the rock gets crusshed more times. For the HP
crusher,, on the othher hand, thhe number of fine parrticles increeases with ddecreased speed
s
(at
least wiithin a rangge) because the effectivve stroke iss larger andd thus the particles get crushed
more. The
T reason why
w the efffective strokke is largerr is because the particlees have tim
me to fall
longer since
s
the ecccentric speeed is slowerr.
How thhe crusher capacity is affected by the ecccentric speeed has beeen investig
gated by
Evertssoon [21]. These principlles can be seen in Figu
ure 17. Bothh crusher typpes, Hydroccone and
HP, are operating to
t the right of the maxximum capacity, i.e. thee crushers’ capacity is affected
in the saame directioon by speedd, regardlesss of crusherr type.
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Figure 17. Total cappacity in a Hyddrone H3000. Original illusstration from Evertsson [211]. The dashed
d ellipse
marks the operationnal area for mo
odern cone crrushers.

In mostt cases, the speed of a cone crusher can be adjusted byy changingg belt drive pulleys,
which is
i labor-inteensive and time-consuuming, and
d is thereforre not done unnecessarily. In
some cases, wheree so-called direct drivve is applieed, it is noot possible.. In additio
on, most
m
the changees in producction that
crushingg plants havve no accurrate or reliabble way of monitoring
the speeed change im
mplies. Takking belt cutts is one meeasurement strategy. However, thiis is very
time-consuming, itt requires additional
a
siieving, and in the end it is still juust a singlee sample
that must be combiined with fuurther samples for accu
urate assessm
ment. Thereefore, cone crushers
are operated at a constant
c
speeed. A seleected speed is usually used for loong periods of time
before a new speeed is selectted. Frequenncy converrters are rarre, and if tthey exist, they are
usually only used as
a soft-startters. Until a few years ago, they were
w
considdered too ex
xpensive,
at least for the agggregates inndustry. Hoowever, they
y have beccome increaasingly com
mmon as
producttion plants see
s how much the speedd parameterr affects thee output.

STROKEE
The strooke is the eccentric
e
diistance the cone moves during haalf a round. This is considered
today too be a machhine parameeter that cannnot be adjusted or coontrolled durring operatiion. It is
measureed in the low
wer end of the
t cone, seee Figure 9. For the maaterial that iss being crusshed, the
relationnship of the distance beetween the liners at th
he point wheen the crushher is open
n and the
point when
w
it is cloosed determ
mines the redduction ratio. This ratioo varies durring a particcles path
down thhe chamberr, as has beeen shown by Evertssson [20]. A detailed ttheoretical work
w
on
optimizing the repeeated comprression stepps in a cone crusher hass been donee by Lee [30
0].
Practicaally, the strroke on a machine
m
afffects the caapacity lineaarly aroundd a given operating
o
point. Itt also has some
s
effect on the num
mber of fine particles. If the rockk is very brrittle one
way of producing fewer
f
fine particles
p
is to decrease the stroke. To changee the stroke on most
crusherss, a change or an adjusstment of thhe eccentric bushing must
m be donee, which is practical
p
when chhanging linners but is seldom
s
donne. On Mettso’s GP3000 and 300S
S, the strokee can be
adjustedd from the outside
o
of the crusher and only reequires a few
w minutes [6]. To the author’s
knowleddge, there iss no crusherr available with
w a strok
ke adjustablee in real-tim
me.
FEED
The feed strongly affects
a
the performance
p
e of a cone crusher. Beengtsson [155] describess how an
increaseed feed sizee may resuult in a pooorly choked
d crusher, even
e
thoughh there is plenty
p
of
materiall in the bin on top of itt. This situattion will cause increaseed single paarticle break
kage and
thus flaakier particlles. When the
t feed coontains man
ny fine partticles, the fforces, and thus the
pressuree, become tooo large, whhich causess the crusherr to open too protect thee machine. Size
S (top
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size), the number of fine particles, and the amount of feed has a large impact on the product
and the crusher. The top size affects how deep in the chamber a rock falls and how many
times it remains in the chamber.
CHANGE OF WEAR PARTS
Changing worn parts will affect the performance on all of the production units in a crushing
plant, but here the focus is on the liners (mantle and concave). With knowledge about how
well a production unit can perform with changed liners, an alarm signal can be set off to
indicate that it is time for a replacement, if enough data about the current performance is
collected. This long term degradation in performance during the lifetime of the liners for flat
angled crushers is well known and described e.g. for a Symons 7’-crusher by Andersen and
Napier-Munn [11] and for a base supported crusher with 900 mm head diameter by Bearman
and Briggs [14]. An example can be seen in Figure 7 in Paper E.

5.3 PROCESS CONTROL
From a process control point of view, the most obvious area of improvement at most crushing
plants is the sparse number of measurement points and thus the lack of process data. The
measurement points that do exist consist of mass flow meters (belt scales), load sensors
(ampere meters), level indicators (light beams, radar, ultrasonic sensors), and machine type
specific parameters. On cone crushers, the latter consists of CSS, hydraulic pressure, and the
load (power draw or amps).
Hydrocone crushers, equipped with a crusher control unit which controls the hydraulic pump,
are operated in one of two possible modes where either the CSS or the hydraulic pressure is
kept constant. Since this crusher type adjusts for wear automatically the control question is
limited to selection of control method and its setpoint. Crushers in a mining application, i.e.
where the purpose is to get as fine product as possible are often operated in the pressure, or
power, limited mode. This implies that the crusher is operating as hard as the manufacturer
allows, of strength or fatigue reasons. This mode can also be used in the aggregates industry,
but there CSS-constant mode is also used. Running the crusher at a constant CSS helps to
keep the quality of the produced material high. The particle shape is best for sizes around the
CSS [15].
Since HP crushers are seldom adjusted when filled with material, they are adjusted, or
controlled, after a specific period of time or when the power draw drops below a certain limit.
This results in two disadvantages, which are illustrated in Figure 18. First, while the liners are
worn they gradually decline in performance, which is the triangle of lost production in the
illustration. Second, when the liners are to be adjusted the production cost can be significant.
Even after the feed is running again, it can take several minutes to fill the crushing chamber
again. Monitoring during the course of this thesis shows that a typical production loss period
is more than five minutes. How often such adjustment is carried out varies from plant to plant,
everything between once a week and four times a day is common. If an adjustment is done
four times a day and takes six minutes on a plant with one shift this is equal to five percent of
the total available time. If not time, e.g. four times a day, an ampere meter is often used as an
indicator for liner adjustment.
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F
Figure
18. Thee losses in an HP crusher. The two major losses are depicted
d
with tthe filled areass.

The sellection of setpoints
s
foor the process is diffiicult. One reason
r
for this is the lack of
measureement points in the prrocess. Seleecting setpo
oint, i.e. coonfiguring tthe process is done
during the design of the plannt or is a heritage
h
if the plant iss old. Som
metimes steaady state
w
softwaare, for insstance Plannt Designerr (Sandvik)), Bruno
simulatiions are peerformed with
(Metso)), SimMet (JK
( Tech), Aggflow
A
(B
BedRock So
oftware). Teests during the commiissioning
on some parameters are usuaally perform
med. The strroke is ofteen used to aadjust the capacity.
c
Once thhese setpoinnts are seleccted, sometimes a coup
ple of setpooints in so ccalled recip
pes, they
are selddom modifieed or even questioned.
q
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6 SENSORS
The aim of this chapter is to:
− Describe sensors suitable for monitoring mass-flows in crushing plants.
− Introduce the theory of an alternative, cost-effective mass-flow meter.
To measure is to know. It is hard to measure the output from crushers and other production
units at crushing plants in real-time. Measuring properties of the machines themselves is
rather easy; amperes, power, pressure, speed and temperature are commonly measured. Flows
are more difficult to measure. One might be interested in the flow, the particle size
distributions, particle shape and material properties, such as strength. Since the focus of this
thesis is to close the loop from the settings of the machines to the material being produced and
back to the optimization system, to measure the material in real-time is crucial. In the past this
has not been possible. Typically, particle size distribution is measured by sieving in a
laboratory. This is far from real-time. One way to measure particle size distributions in realtime is to use optical belt sensors, which are described briefly below. In this thesis, the
measuring method uses material flows from production screens.

6.1 MASS-FLOW METERS
The most common way to measure mass-flows in comminution plants is to use conveyor belt
scales. Conveyor belt scales are typically used at one or several conveyor belts due to
payment or state regulations. In many production plants, these scales are only installed in a
few locations due to cost. As previously stated, there is an increasing need for process flow
information in comminution circuits. Real-time process knowledge drastically increases the
possibility of process control. In aggregate production, mobile units are becoming more
common, and consequently, the economic burden of expensive conveyor belt scales is also
increasing. Developing a cheaper belt scale would be of significant economic value.
CONVENTIONAL CONVEYOR BELT SCALES
A classic conveyor belt scale consists of load cells mounted on a scale frame, as depicted in
Figure 19. One of the idler frames of the conveyor is mounted on the scale frame, which, in
turn, is mounted on the conveyor frame. In addition, a speed sensor is installed on the
conveyor. By combining the signals from the load cells, which measure the mass on a given
part of the belt, with the speed of the conveyor belt, a measure of the mass-flow is obtained.
Conveyor belt scales are described in detail by Soederholm [44].
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Figure 19. A conveyor belt scale. A set of rollers (1) are unmounted from the frame (2).The
vertical force is measured by a load sensor (4), which enables measures of mass-flows on the belt
(4). (Photo M. Evertsson)

Load cell-based scales are accurate when the belt is fully loaded and well maintained.
However, the accuracy is poor when the conveyor belt is not fully loaded due to the poor
linear behavior. In addition, the belt scale requires time-consuming scale calibration and
precise roller alignment. For aggregate production plants, the typical calibration error is 0.51% when the belt runs with 70 to 90% of its nominal capacity and is 2 to 3% when the range
of the load is 20 to 100%. The accuracy of a belt scale is also related to the investment as well
as the maintenance costs [43]. Therefore, plants processing more valuable materials or large
volumes can invest in more accurate systems, e.g. two scale frames in series.
MASS-FLOW METERS BASED ON ELECTRICAL POWER
Many comminution plants have conveyor belts that lift materials from one level to a higher
level. The energy needed to lift a mass a certain height is equal to the mass multiplied by the
height and the gravitational constant. Theoretically, the load-dependant part of the conveyor
energy consumption is equal to this energy. Thus, it is possible to calculate the mass-flow on
the belt by measuring the power draw of the electrical motors of the conveyor. A belt scale
that determines the mass-flow by measuring the electric power of the conveyor belt is
discussed in paper A. The electric power partly originates from adding height, i.e., potential
energy, to the material on the belt. This, of course, only applies when the conveyor is
inclined, i.e., does lifting work.
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Figure 20. The principles of a conveyor belt lifting material a height h. The particles are dropped
on the belt from a height hdrop, accelerated to speed v, and lifted to a height h.

The potential energy work for lifting a mass m the height h is given by:

Wpotential = mgh

(1)

where g is the acceleration of gravity. The parameters for the conveyor belt are shown in
Figure 20. When a conveyor belt is lifting material, it converts electrical energy into potential
energy of the material. In addition, the acceleration of the material and the loading of the belt
also consume energy, as discussed in Paper A. The power can be computed as:
Pmaterial =

dWmaterial
= m ( gh + v 2 + v 2 ghdrop sin α )
dt

(2)

 is the mass-flow, hdrop is the height from which the material is dropped onto the belt,
where m
α is the angle of inclination of the conveyor, and v is the speed of the conveyor belt. Morin
[37] has explained this classic example, but in the formula above the material is being
dropped from a non negligible height. If the losses, e.g. due to friction, are neglected, this is
the minimum amount of energy required to lift the material.
Apart from this power, other losses occur when electrical energy is converted to material
potential energy. A model comprising the electrical motor, the belt transmission, the gear
stage, and the belt pulley has been developed for the efficiency, which can be computed as:

ηtot = ∏ηi

(3)

where ηi is the efficiency for the ith drive. Using the efficiencies derived from Gerbert [22],
the total efficiency of a typical belt conveyor is in the range 0.702 to 0.826. If poorly
maintained, this average range can adjusts downwards. In Paper A, the efficiency of a wellconditioned belt, determined by averaging 15 efficiency tests, was found to be 0.758, which is
in the published range.
The power that remains after these losses can be expressed as

Pmaterial = Pload ⋅ηtot

(4)

where Pload is the load dependant electric power. The total electric power is

Pelectrical = Pidle + Pload

(5)

where Pidle is the idle power. The mass-flow can now be computed as
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m =

( Pelectrical − Pidle )ηtot
gh + v 2 + v 2 ghdrop sin α

(6)

The causes of idle power are not fully understood and need to be investigated further. The
most likely explanations for idle power are mechanical friction losses, e.g. in rollers and
bearings, and the dissipative component of the rubber in the belt. For each revolution, the belt
is bent two to five times (depending on the belt tensioning system). This causes energy loss.
The dissipation of mechanical power depends on the shear modulus, frequency, and the strain
rate of the material [29]. The shear modulus for rubber is strongly temperature dependant.
Gerbert [23] shows examples of the strong relationship between loss module ( E ′′ ) and
temperature for a typical V-belt rubber. Martins and Mattoso [34] tested used tire rubber and
found that the loss factor (tan δ) varied from 0 to 0.54 at -100°C and -30°C, respectively, and
back to 0.08 at 190°C. Thus, if the temperature range for conveyor belts is maintained
between -30°C to +30°C, conveyor belt power loss decreases with increasing temperature.
This is also shown in Paper A, where the idle draw of a conveyor belt at the startup was
evaluated as a function of the outdoor temperature; the correlation was 0.874, and the
temperature was measured at a distance of 18 km from the belt.
Carlo Gavazzi WM-12 and 14 power transducers were used to monitor conveyer belt power.
It is important to use a measurement device that calculates the power as
P = U ⋅ I ⋅ cos ϕ

(7)

where U is the voltage, I the current, and cos φ is the power factor. The power factor, often
labeled on the electrical motor in the range of 0.85 to 0.9, can be as small as 0.35 for low
power draws.
LIGHT BEAM SENSOR
Another sensor used for monitoring the current material flow on a conveyor belt is a light
beam sensor, which is mounted on a frame positioned around the material. The frame holds a
laser beam that measures the contour of materials that pass through it. This process requires
the density of the material to be known, or at least be constant. Such a system is sold by
Hartle Sensortechnik GmbH [7]. The price is not significantly lower than that of a traditional
belt scale and thus is not further investigated here. The advantage of a beam sensor system is
that it can be mounted without affecting the conveyor frame or idling rollers, and it is not
sensitive to misalignment.

6.2 IMAGE ANALYSIS
There are a number of measurement systems that claim to directly monitor particle size
distributions. Most of these systems use optical sensors. Some systems ([16], [24]) take still
images of the material, e.g. in a pile, on the ground or on a conveyor belt (it does not matter if
the belt is moving), as shown in Figure 21. As soon as a material is placed in a static pile, the
finer particles stratify downward and are hidden by larger, overlaying particles. Therefore,
this measurement system struggles to accurately monitor fine particle concentrations due to
this fine particle stratification effect. However, this problem can be avoided. Sometimes it is
important to identify the top-size of a material flow, and sometimes it is possible to get
enough information about the particle size distribution by looking at the coarser end.
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Figure 21. Output from an image analysis systeem by Stone Three
Th
(illustrattion by Stone T
Three, publish
hed with
permissiion from Stone Three).

Anotherr type of im
maging methhod analyzees images of
o falling paarticles. Thhis type of sensor
s
is
suitablee for laborattories. It was described in detail by Jørgensen in 1990 [27] and has
h since
been deeveloped furrther [3]. Thhe advantagge is that all sizes of paarticles withhin the distrribution,
as well as their shaapes, can bee measuredd. Unfortunaately system
ms like these are expen
nsive, on
s
like this to workk for real-tiime optimizzation of
the ordeer of €50,0000-100,000.. To get a system
crushingg plants it has
h to be coombined witth an autom
matic sampliing system. These samp
plers are
also exppensive, butt it would prrobably be a viable sollution if thee value of thhe produced
d product
is high.
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7 MONITO
ORING AND
A
CONTROL
O
L SYSTE
EM
The aim
m of this chaapter is to:
− Explain
E
thee support system neeeded to perrform real--time optim
mization off a cone
c
crusher.
− Describe
D
thhe systems developed
d
inn this projecct.

7.1 OVERVIEW
Real-tim
me optimizaation at the industrial scale
s
requirres a compuuter or PLC
C system caapable of
communnicating wiith measurement deviices and actuators.
a
T
This
can bee done viaa several
differennt communication protoocols or, inn some casees, directly from an annalog IO-carrd to the
computeer. The colllected dataa and the calculated
c
control
c
signnals need too be organiized and
stored inn a databasse. There muust be a proocessing un
nit that can calculate
c
thhe data and interpret
it after preset
p
ruless. Finally, thhere must be
b a user intterface to coommunicatee with the operator.
o
This sysstem is illusstrated in Fiigure 22.

Figuure 22. A monnitoring and coontrol system needs to be able to communicate with seensors, a datab
base,
controllablle units, and th
he operator.

7.2 SCADA-SYSSTEM
A Superrvisory Conntrol And Data
D Acquisiition (Scadaa) system iss used for coontrolling in
ndustrial
processees and for communicat
c
ting with ussers. It is div
vided into five
fi parts [8]:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Human macchine interfface (HMI)
H
Supervisoryy computer
R
Remote
term
minal units (RTU)
P
Programmin
ng logic conntroller (PL
LC)
C
Communica
ation (infrasstructure)
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Implementation is an important part of this thesis, and Scada systems on different levels have
been used as tools. Scada systems are not direct parts of the research questions, but they are
crucial parts of real-time optimization. Each part is explained briefly below.
The systems (HMI and the supervisory computer) used in this thesis can be divided into two
generations. The first generation was built on a Linux platform with a simple homemade webHMI (Papers A-C), whereas the second generation is built on a Windows platform with a full
industrial HMI package from Iconics (Papers D and E).
HUMAN MACHINE INTERFACE
A human machine interface (HMI) is the interface through which the operators control a
process. On old pulpet systems, the switchboard with its buttons was the HMI, whereas on
modern computer-based systems, the HMI is made graphically to give a good overview and at
the same time be intuitive. Graphical software HMIs are flexible, intuitive, easier to copy, and
can be remotely controlled.
A web interface was developed by the author for the first generation of SCADA, see Figure
23. It was developed to facilitate remote control of the system. A remote-controlled Scada
helps during both the development and the usage of a system. Using this interface, operators
can see material flows, the status of machines as text and graphs, and changes to the operating
mode, and they can set limits for the algorithm. The same information can be accessed via the
Internet by the author from Chalmers in Göteborg. Successful installation of this kind of
system requires that the onsite operators trust the system. If they are not comfortable with the
algorithm, they should be able to change limits or manually control the system if necessary.
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Figure 23. Human machine interface via a web browser. The crushing plant shown is Jehander
Ludden’s, wherein the eccentric speed optimization tests were first performed (Paper C).

The second generation of HMIs were built on a platform called Genesis from Iconics, see
Figure 24. Using this interface, operators can see material flows, the status of machines as text
and graphs, and changes to the operating mode, and they can set limits for the algorithm. The
system uses a Windows-PC and is widely used the industry. Other manufacturers of HMI
platforms include Citect, Siemens, and Wonderware. Some of the benefits of an HMI
platform include:
•
•
•
•
•

Standard of graphical illustration of production
Adaptability
Connectivity to other devices
Plug & play graphical modules
Fully supported

These upsides come with the drawback of less flexibility.
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Figure 24. Human machine interface for the research implementation at NCC’s aggregates plant,
Glimmingen (Papers D and E).

SUPERVISORY COMPUTER
In a Scada system, a supervisory computer is used to display the HMI, to send control signals
to the process and to collect data in a database. The process is often controlled and supervised
by a PLC (see below). However, the PLC often gets its commands from the supervisory
computer.
In this thesis, the supervisory computer is also used for executing algorithms. In the first
generation, the supervisory computer was an industrial PC with Linux. The advantage with
this was that Linux is very stable and cost effective. This computer had no graphical user
interface (GUI), but hosted a webpage with which the operator could monitor the process
from another PC.
In the second generation of the system, which was developed in this project, a server with a
Microsoft Windows operating system (OS) was used. In this case, the process was monitored
from the host computer. The advantage with Windows is that it was easier to maintain.
All measured data and changes are logged and stored into databases. For example, if the setpoint limit is changed by a user, then this event is stored in the database and is later used to
determine if a process change was caused by the user or by some phenomena in the machines
or raw material. In the first generation, the data were loaded into a database using software
developed in the programming language C. This software also analyzes the data and provides
new set-points based on an algorithm that will be discussed later. In the second generation, an
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K
haandled the communicaation to thee RTUs, annd the scrip
pts were
OPC seerver (by Kepware)
written in Visual Basic,
B
whichh is includedd in the Gen
nesis softwaare.
REMOTEE TERMINALL UNITS
Remotee terminal units (RT
TUs) can be
b sensors and or machines
m
iin a proceess. The
communnication is often
o
digitaal, i.e., electtrical levels that are eitther on (e.g. +5V) or off (0 V),
or perfoormed with a communiication prottocol, e.g. Modbus
M
or Profibus.
P
R
Reading valu
ues from
sensors can either be
b digital, a communiccation protoccol or analoogue, e.g. 0--10 V or 4-2
20 mA.
In this project, Carlo Gavazzzi WM-12 and 14 power transducers werre used to monitor
conveyeer belt pow
wer. They were
w
mounteed in an eleectrical cabiinet and weere retrievab
ble via a
Modbuss protocol over
o
a serial connectionn, see Figuree 25.

Figure 255. Inside an ellectrical cabinnet on one of the
t test plantss. In the top off this figure, teen power meteers can be
seen.

Experim
ments invesstigating thee CSS paraameter used
d a 36” Hyddrocone coone crusher with an
ASR-C control sysstem. ASR-C
C stands forr automaticc setting reggulation – coomputer. Th
he ASRmum pressurre in the
C regullates crusheers toward either a connstant CSS or a consttant maxim
hydraulic system. Crusher
C
parrameters can be monito
ored by opeerators at thhe ASR-C, which
w
is
mountedd in a cabinnet close to the crusherr. Communication withh the ASR-C
C is achieved using
a ComL
Li protocoll via a serrial connecction. All set-points
s
c be moddified throu
can
ugh this
communnication meethodology, permitting process con
ntrol.
Cone crusher
c
speeeds are chhanged usinng frequen
ncy convertters, SP-serries, from Control
Techniqques. This unit
u has a number
n
of connection
n alternativees, e.g. TCP
P-IP, Can-B
Bus, and
serial coonnection with
w a Moddbus protocool. Other seettings on thhe frequenccy converteer can be
similarly adjusted.
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PROGRA
AMMING LOGIC CONTRO
OLLER
In a Scaada system,, the PLC iss the brain that controlls starts andd stops, inteerlocks and
d collects
measureement dataa from the measurem
ment units (RTUs).
(
A PLC is ooften more or less
distribuuted, meaninng that an analog
a
signaal (e.g. 4-20
0 mA) is coonnected byy a node to the PLC
that is distributed.
d
In the nodee, the signaal is converrted to a diggital signal, which can
n then be
transferrred over a long distannce to the ceentral proceessing unit (CPU).
(
PLC
Cs are prog
grammed
in speciial languagees to a deteerministic behavior.
b
This means that
t
they m
must be morre stable
than com
mmonly bellieved a PC
C does. An example
e
of a PLC can be
b seen in F
Figure 26.

Figure 26.
2 A rack-bassed PLC from
m Schneider. The
T PLC is divvided into a CP
PU, analog annd digital IO-modules,
and com
mmunication modules.
m

In this thesis,
t
somee of the test plants had PLCs, som
me did not. Anyhow,
A
thee measurem
ment and,
in existtent cases, control wass bypassed the PLCs of safety reasons.
r
Thus, the sup
pervisory
researchh computer was conneccted separattely to the RTUs.
R
COMMU
UNICATION AND
A
INFRASTRUCTURE
Commuunication beetween diff
fferent unitss and com
mputers in a SCADA is done viia serial
connecttions or Ethernet. Typiccal protocolls are Modb
bus and Proffibus.
In the systems developed
d
here, com
mmunication
n with thee measurem
ment devicces and
controlllable producction units are
a perform
med using th
he Modbus protocol
p
viaa serial con
nnections
or TCP
P/IP. In thee first geneeration, the supervisorry computer was netw
worked via TCP-IP
permittiing remote connectivitty via intraanets and th
he Internet. This madee it possiblee for the
researchhers to reacch the systeems via thee Internet ass well as by the operaators via their local
networkks. Remote connectionn has been an
a advantag
ge during thhe developm
ment of the system.
In the seecond generration the SCADA
S
wass stand alon
ne.
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8 ALGORITHMS FOR REAL-TIME OPTIMIZATION OF
CRUSHING PLANTS
The aim of this chapter is to:
− Introduce the hypothesis behind real-time optimization.
− Explain why normal control theory in practice can be difficult to apply.
− Introduce algorithms for selecting set-points of CSS and eccentric speed on cone
crushers.
− Explain the differences between the finite state machine and model based algorithms.
The purpose of this thesis is to give set-points to crushing plants to let them perform optimally
given the rock material and machine equipment. The rock material varies all the time. The
hypothesis is that it is possible to use this variation and control the plant in a suitable way.
Earlier chapters have described how the crushing process works, which parameters can be
used to manipulate them, how to collect data from the process and how to handle this data and
control the plant with a SCADA system. With this information, a skilled operator would
definitely increase the yield or performance of the plant. However, in several ways a
computer can be more effective than an operator:
•
•
•
•
•

It is hard for an operator to determine what is significant in a signal if it is noisy.
An operator cannot get an overview of the entire business, including sales, stocks,
maintenance, spare part cost, and other factors.
Their decisions regarding the process will affect many factors and thus the gross profit
of the company.
It is likely that an operator will increase the deviation of the process, which is not
desirable from a quality management perspective [12].
The retention time is longer for the operators than a computer, i.e. the time between a
change is introduced until enough information is collected for an operator to draw
conclusions and act from it.

For these reasons the author’s wish and aim is to organize many of these decisions and to
make set-point selections automatically using a computer system. This is defined as real-time
optimization. A computer is also better than humans at handling large numbers of data
because a computer is deterministic and can calculate deviations.
Many contemporary cone crushers are equipped with automatic systems to control the CSS
and to protect the equipment from over-loading. The settings are determined by the operator
most of the time. The quality and the size distributions of feed materials normally change with
time. In addition, wear occurs on both the crusher manganese liners and screen cloths. What is
the objective of the crushing stage? The answer is to produce the largest possible amount of
one or several desired products. The quality of the material, e.g. the particle shape, must be
sufficiently high.
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8.1 CONTROL SITUATION CHARACTERISTICS
In many processes, the important control issue is to keep a parameter on a certain value or
move the process to a certain position when a set-point makes a step change. However, in this
situation, there is no target set-point as the best possible production yield will be dependant on
the varying feed and wear situation. The goal for the crushing plant is to maximally produce a
certain product or to keep the product yield as high as possible. However, the rock material is
constantly varying, so the product yield also varies. Thus, there is no obvious set-point. Due
to the fact that the set-points are unknown, classic control theory cannot be used. This is a
special situation, and it is hard to copy control theories from other engineering areas.
Therefore, an algorithm is introduced. An algorithm is an effective method for solving a
problem [2]. The output from the algorithm can be a set-point to the controllable parameters
on the production units in the process, e.g. CSS or eccentric speed on crushers. In this thesis,
two types of algorithms have been tested; Finite state machines (FSM) and Evolutionary
operation (EVOP) with an empirical model.

8.2 FINITE STATE MACHINE ALGORITHM
Flowcharts are often used to represent algorithms graphically. An FSM algorithm from Paper
B is shown in Figure 27. It is assumed that there exists an optimal setting for each parameter
at every point in time, as depicted by Figure 28. However, it may exist constraints, e.g.
limited power draw, which make the optimal operating point on the border of the constraint.
Several factors can vary over time, so a fair comparison between two different settings at
different times is difficult. When determining the best choice of parameter values, usually
CSS, several manual, repeated step changes are performed. The performance of the crushing
plant before and after the change can then be compared under equal conditions. If there is an
overlying trend, it is important to alter the order of the trials, for instance with so called splitplot designs, e.g. by Box et al. [18].
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Figure 27. A flowchart can be used for explaining the algorithm more pedagogically. A finite state machine is
used in some algorithms in this thesis.
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Figure 28. The fitness landscape is compared with a ridge, where time is pushing in the direction of the ridge. At
each moment it is assumed that there is an optimal setting of the studied parameter.

ALGORITHM FOR CLOSED SIDE SETTING
Paper B describes the development of the first algorithm. The first algorithm, which was
designed as a naïve pathfinder, found an assumed maximum; however, it was oscillatory
around a value, which degraded the performance. This can be compared to a PID control
system with too much gain, i.e. too high P-factor. A finite state machine (FSM) based on a
Mealy machine [35] was subsequently used as an improved algorithm.
The FSM was developed manually (in contrast to a computer generated algorithm) to find an
optimal CSS and stay there for a period of time. The structure of the developed FSM is
summarized in Figure 27. The developed FSM has seven states, of which two are directly
transient, i.e. the action connected to the state is performed thereafter a new state is entered.
The introduction of the FSM also permitted the use of crusher load (hydraulic pressure) when
computing the next set-point. The pressure was controlled after each state with an exit
condition. If the pressure was too high, then a state that opens the crusher to reduce the
pressure is selected. The pressure protection is still performed by the crusher control system,
but with this feature, a set-point generating too high of a pressure can be avoided before the
crusher automatically stops operation due to a long time period with too much load.
The developed algorithm was tested in a 36” Hydrocone crusher equipped with an ASR-C
control system. The algorithm was written in a script and executed in a computer and
evaluated the process continuously via belt scales. The goal for the algorithm was to
maximize a selected product. The output from the algorithm was delivered as a set-point
value to the crusher.
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ALGORITHM FOR ECCENTRIC SPEED
The algorithm for the eccentric speed is a development built upon the previously described
CSS algorithm. Instead of the crusher control system executing the set-point CSS, the
frequency converter executes the frequency of speed change of the asynchronous motor
turning the eccenter. The states for avoiding high pressure were removed. The eccentric speed
algorithm is thoroughly described in Paper C.
The developed speed algorithm was implemented and tested on a Metso Nordberg HP300
(Paper C) and confirmed on a Metso Nordberg HP4 (Paper D). The algorithm was written in a
script and executed in a computer. It evaluated the process continuously via belt scales. The
goal for the algorithm was to maximize the yield of a certain product. The output from the
algorithm was delivered as a set-point value to the frequency converter.
There is a significant difference between a CSS-controlled and speed-controlled crusher in
terms of the electrical current behavior (measured in amperes). At the test plant, operators use
a current meter to determine when they have an acceptable CSS. When they turn the top shell
part of the crusher with the hydraulic motor to decrease the CSS, the current increases. The
crusher responds to an increased speed by pulling less current. It is important to inform the
operator of this fact.

8.3 MODEL-BASED ALGORITHM
The idea behind a model-based algorithm is to actively use several parameters to control the
process. The FSM algorithm above also uses a model, see Figure 28. While working with the
FSM algorithm in the NCC Glimmingen aggregate plant, a large quantity of data was
collected and subsequently used for fitting the model.
The data from the first trials in Glimmingen were used to build a simple model for the
crushing-stage performance during one stint. A run is the operating time, e.g. between two
CSS adjustments on a crusher of the HP type. On a Hydrocone crusher, runs are short and
occur often if operated intermittently. In the best case, a run can last the entire shift (or more,
if operated over several shifts). The model, which was described in Paper D, resembles a hill
or a mountain ridge, see Figure 29. It has the mathematical form:
ݕො ൌ ܽ  ܾݔଵ ܿݔଶ  ݀ݔଵ ଶ  ݁ݔଶ ଶ  ݂ݔଵ ݔଶ

(8)

where ݕො is the crushing-stage output, ݔଵ is the eccentric speed, ݔଶ is the time since the last CSS
adjustment, and ܽ െ ݂ are constants. During later tests, the constant ݁ was shown to be very
close to zero. This means that the quadratic term in the time since the last liner adjustment is
almost negligible.
When the model is tuned and accepted, the algorithm simply follows the top of the ridge. As
the time since calibration increases, there is always an optimal speed adjustment, which,
according to Equation 8, is linear. This linear change of eccentric speed was tested in Paper
D.
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Figure 299. The suggested and fitted model for thee crushing stag
ge performancce looks like a ridge. The pa
arameters
are speeed and time since
s
the last CSS
C adjustmennt. In the EVO
OP test, param
meters 1-3 corrrespond to CS
SS, start
s
speed
and speeed change ratte, respectivelyy.

CONSID
DERING A CONTINUOUSL
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LY CHANGIN
NG CLOSED-SIDE SETTIING
In Paper E, the model in Equaation 8 is appplied, but th
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process automaticcally. Therrefore, an Evolutionaary Operattion (EVO
OP) approaach was
implem
mented on thhe same Mettso crusher from the Nordberg
N
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P range. Thee CSS was adjusted
regularlly, but not dynamically
d
y, typically every two or three houurs of operaation (this depends,
d
of coursse, on the application)
a
). When thee liners beccome worn the crusherr must be empty
e
of
materiall before thee CSS can be adjustedd, because of
o the desiggn of the crrusher. Thee CSS is
adjustedd by stoppiing the feedd, unclampiing the threead, turningg the top shhell, clamping, and
restartinng the feedd. This takees six to ten minutes before the process is up and run
nning in
steady-sstate mode again. Therrefore, this adjustment can only be performedd, at most, a couple
of timess during eacch shift. Evvery operatinng time perriod betweenn adjustmennts can therrefore be
defined as a run inn an EVOP context. Taaking the model
m
and thhe crusher-tyype limitatiions into
consideration, threee parameterrs are resolvved:
1. P
Power draw
w when adjuusted. If thee power draaw is high, the CSS is small. Thiss implies
h
high
reducttion but deccreased capaacity. A sm
mall CSS willl also lead to a longer runtime
b
before
a new
w adjustment is neededd.
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E
sppeed when the
t run is sttarted, n0.
3. Speed channge, i.e. how
w much thee eccentric speed shouuld be channged, e.g. every ten
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F
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he model
in x annd y directioon and rotaation in thee x-y-plane. Because Parameter
P
1 (Power Draw)
D
is
dependeent on how much the gap
g is tighteened, this was
w excludedd as a contrrolling paraameter in
the EVO
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m.
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The main reason why fixed settings are not optimal is that several factors in crushing plants
vary with time. In addition to the short-term wear period of the crushing chamber discussed
above, the factors that are beyond operator control are raw-material variation, screen-cloth
wear, and total crushing-chamber wear over its useful lifetime.
The developed EVOP algorithm was implemented and tested (Paper E). The algorithm was
written as a script and executed on a computer. It delivered set-point values to the frequency
converters based on the different runs in the EVOP. The process was monitored and logged
continuously via belt scales. After a set of runs, when entering a new phase, new directions
for the EVOP were taken by the author based on the information from the previous phase and
a knowledge of the process and its constraints. As stated previously, EVOP is a manual
method.
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9 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The aim of this chapter is to:
− Present and discuss the results from previous chapters.
− Discuss the work in more general terms.
POWER DRAW BASED MASS-FLOW METERS
The power draw based mass-flow meter, described in Chapter 6.1, was tested on an inclined
conveyor belt with a belt scale mounted on another belt in series. The worst error during a test
day was 2.33%, with an average error of 1.12%. The coefficient of correlation between the
power draw based mass-flow meters and the belt scale was 0.998.
Power-based mass-flow meters have been used in this project since 2006 for measuring flows
for process control in Fjärås (3 units), Ludden (4 units) and Glimmingen (10 units), 17 units
altogether. The companies involved in this project have installed these sensors on additional
belts, a total installation of 62 belts.
Both the validation of the belt scales in Kållered (Paper A) and the fact that it was possible to
use them for process monitoring at all other plants in this work, i.e., Fjärås (Paper B), Ludden
(Paper C) and Glimmingen (Paper D and E), demonstrate that the belt scales do work for this
purpose. The most common doubt about them is usually related to what might happen if an
idler gets stuck, i.e., the increased friction between the rubber belt and the idler might increase
the idle power draw and, because the belt scale cannot differentiate between idle power and
material power, it might show an increased mass flow on the display. However, for the
purposes of the belt scales used in this work, such a stuck roller would increase the measured
flow if this occurred but would then continue to show a too-high mass flow. Thus, the next
time this flow is used for monitoring a step change of a parameter it will give the correct
direction again. This works as long as the comparisons are made within a short period of time.
This also raises the possibility that if the idle power draw is carefully monitored, it could be
beneficially used for preventive, or even predictive, maintenance. Although classical belt
scales are negatively affected by the tough environment in a crushing plant, they are usually
only calibrated once a year, however, many things can happen during this time. Two further
reflections can be made on the performance of power-based belt scales: they work better on a
belt with more inclination and they work better on newer or well maintained conveyors.
REAL-TIME OPTIMIZATION WITH CSS
The CSS control algorithm was tested on an Allis Chalmers 36” Hydrocone crusher. The
crusher was operated by alternating between a fixed CSS and an algorithm-controlled CSS to
determine the effectiveness of the algorithm. Due to large variations, the evaluation took place
over the entire period of the fall of 2007. The crusher was often limited by pressure rather
than the CSS setpoints. The reason for this was that the target product was a very fine product
(2-5 mm) and thus required a large reduction ratio which leads to a high hydroset pressure. In
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the cases where the desired CSS was achieved (by the algorithm or a constant value), the
algorithm was 3.5% better on average than the constant CSS. A t-test was performed,
showing that the algorithm was better under a 3% significance level, meaning that the
algorithm was better than the constant CSS with 97 % certainty.
The work on adjusting the CSS on a crusher with a control unit demonstrates that the focus
must be shifted from the crusher itself to the process as a whole. The fact that the crusher was
often limited by the pressure means that it did not matter what algorithm was used to set the
CSS, as it could not be maintained. Therefore, a shift from CSS control to load control should
be considered, i.e., with the crusher tightening the CSS until the pressure or motor power
becomes too high. However, this is actually a decision that an algorithm could possibly make.
REAL-TIME OPTIMIZATION WITH SPEED
The speed control algorithm was tested on a Metso Nordberg HP300 cone crusher, which was
operated in a closed-loop configuration during the late fall of 2007. The crushers were
operated in three different modes: a fixed standard speed of 1500 rpm, a speed corresponding
to the operator’s choice, and a speed determined by the algorithm. The operators chose which
mode was used. The algorithm was tested during a full mantle lifetime. Every time the mode
was switched, a comparison between the prior and the new operating modes was performed.
The crushing-stage total throughput, which increasing was the plant management’s highestpriority goal, was increased by 4.2%. A t-test showed the superiority of the crushing operation
with either the operators’ choice of speed or the algorithm speed over crusher operation at a
standard speed at a significance level of 0.05%. This means that with 99.95% certainty, the
operator/algorithm together was better than the standard speed. The same algorithm was also
tested on a Metso Norberg HP4 cone crusher operated in a closed-loop configuration during
the fall of 2009. Here, the results, shown in Table 1, were confirmed with the algorithm
showing a superiority of 5.3% compared to running at the best fixed speed. Compared to the
OEM-specified speed, the superiority was even higher, at 16.7%. However, the tests with the
HP4 were not performed on the same statistical grounds as those with the HP300.
Table 1. Results with different modes in Glimmingen.

Method:

Comparison:

FSM

1380 rpm

1500 rpm

Results at 7200 seconds 262.5 tph
operation in one stint

258.4 tph

245.5 tph

221.5 tph

Ridge-model

1.6%

6.9%

18.5%

-

5.3%

16.7%

-

10.8%

FSM
1380 rpm

Ridge-model

-

The results from the two plants with speed control on the HP crusher types demonstrate a
huge potential. It is strange that frequency converters have not been implemented on a wider
scale. The reason is probably a combination of several factors, and a lack of process
monitoring and the cost of frequency converter the two most important. As a conservative
business, the aggregates industry has not accelerated this development. Some people consider
frequency converters unreliable. It is understandable, however, that if you cannot measure
things and the environment is tough, it is probably a good idea to keep things simple.
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An unexpected result was that the mantle lifetime increased by 27% during the HP300 trials
in Paper C. Since these trials and because of the achieved improvement, the plant
management has not allowed any running at a constant speed. The explanation to this result is
beyond the scope of this thesis but is believed to depend of changed internal dynamics in the
crushing chamber or a difference in work hardening of the crusher manganese liners.

REAL-TIME OPTIMIZATION WITH TWO VARIABLES
The model-based algorithm, described in Paper D, follows the top of the modeled “ridge”
linearly. The operators normally adjust the crushers every two hours. Therefore, a time of
7200 seconds was chosen as the period for which performances were compared. The results,
shown in Table 1, were an improvement of 6.9% compared to the best fixed speed. Compared
to the OEM speed, the improvement was 18.5%. Note that there is no statistical confidence
associated with these numbers as in Paper C, although the trend was repeatable.
The EVOP approach, which is tested in Paper E, is intended to change the parameters of the
linear dynamic algorithm. An economical optimum for the time between CSS adjustments is
probably between one and two hours. Therefore, a time of 5000 seconds was chosen as the
period for which performances were compared, regardless of whether or not a run was
continued for a much longer time; runs of less than 5000 seconds were neglected. The reason
why 7200 seconds was not chosen, as in Paper D, was that too few of the runs would then be
taken into account, and EVOP requires several runs with each configuration in a phase. Note
that these several runs were not performed in consecutive order.
The EVOP was run in four phases. The results can be seen in detail in Paper E, Table 1. The
most important to note are that in every phase there was a difference of between 20 and 30%
between the best and worst runs. After Phase I and II, an increase in performance was
observed when moving to a slower speed and a lower speed increase. After Phase III, the
direction was the same, but the best performance was the same as the center point. Then, after
a change of liners, in Phase IV the speed and speed increase continued to point downwards.
The actual speeds with the different algorithms are shown in Figure 30. During an entire liner
lifetime, the difference in performance was more than 100 tph, or 50%.

Figure 30. A comparison of the actual speeds in the different phases of the EVOP, the "Ridge" and the FSM.
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When combining several parameters, it is important to change the parameters in controlled
combinations. In this work, the level of two parameters was controlled, however, only one
(speed) was actively and continuously variable. It was not possible to control the other (CSS)
because of the limitations of the crusher type. The introduction of a model with two variables
increased the improvement from 5.3% to 6.9%. Because speed and CSS are two different
parameters that affect the crusher differently, the combination of the two is important.
ALGORITHMS
An algorithm is an effective method for solving a problem. In this work, two different kinds
of algorithms were used. First, the FSM was chosen to optimize one parameter on single
crushing stages operated in closed circuit. The reason for selecting an FSM was that it is both
possible to configure manually, as in this thesis with appended papers, but also automatically
by for instance an evolutionary algorithm (EA), described e.g. by Wahde [47].
While the FSM successfully optimized one parameter at the time, the EVOP, in contrast,
could find the correct directions for optimizing the combination of two parameters. The
EVOP-algorithm clearly pointed towards lower speeds and smaller speed changes. To
understand this, new adaptations of the models were made from data collected during the
EVOP tests. The result, as shown in Figure 30, was that all runs were performed at higher
speeds than the model optimum. Thus, the correct direction for any algorithm was
downwards. The EVOP algorithm successfully gave the direction for the dynamic optimal
speed. In comparison with the earlier algorithm, FSM, the EVOP algorithm is less sensitive to
noise and more stable. However, it cannot react to short-term variations, e.g. changes in rawmaterial properties. EVOP is therefore more likely to be suitable for a crusher where the CSS
can be kept constant. EVOP can be useful for evaluation and parameter testing when building
new models (incorporating new understanding) of the process.
GENERALITY
The models used in this thesis (Papers B, C and D) are created with the general knowledge of
the process behavior, for instance knowing that a decreased CSS will also decrease the
capacity, and that the wear of an HP crusher will decrease its performance. However, the
process models do not include a mechanistic model of the crusher. At this stage, the models
have been created in order to repeat the most significant behaviors of the process, rather than
to include too many parameters and thereby risking difficulties in explaining inconsistencies
from data or the risk of fitting noise to the model.
Real-time optimization as implemented here is so general that it can probably be applied to a
VSI crusher so that its rotor speed becomes optimal. The speed of the rotor will in turn affect
both the reduction and the capacity [42]. Since the crusher, the screen cloths and the feed
material also change in this crusher type, a similar situation as with the cone crusher will
arise.
In this thesis, a single crushing stage at the time has been optimized. From a plant perspective
this is probably a sub-optimization if no other actions are taken. For example, if the demand
for material is larger than the possible supply and a real-time optimization algorithm increases
the production with X percent, then X percent more material can be sold. But if the plant
already produces what it can sell, real-time optimization will instead result in the possibility
of the maintenance being planned differently and thus stop hours to be saved. Different parts
of the plant can have different goals, but they will affect one another. There is thus a risk for
sub-optimization and therefore a general plant optimization which also takes plant economics
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into consideration is recommended, described e.g. by Svedensten [46]. Also with a real-time
perspective there are examples where coordination of the local crushing stages is needed.
Generally, the operators on the test sites were very positive in their feedback. There is always
the risk that they might feel watched when introducing more sensors and on-line connections
as in some of the tests here. However, the overall feeling was nevertheless positive as the
operators felt that someone actually cared about their work.
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10 CONCLUSIONS
The aims of this chapter are to:
− Present the most important conclusions drawn in this thesis.
− Answer the research questions stated in Chapter 2.
− Discuss what has been found important for future work but not researched.
The purpose of this work was to monitor the material mass flows in crushing plants and to
tune crusher control parameters to improve process performance. During the course of this
work, two generations of monitoring and control systems were designed and implemented.
These systems can communicate with sensors and actuators (for crushers), store data, process
data, and communicate with users via graphical user interfaces.
Crushing plants can be very different in their layouts, and thus there is a need for a general
system that can be adopted to many crushing plants. This work therefore focused on
developing a new theory and methods to be used as a toolbox for solving different crushing
plant problems.

10.1 GENERAL
The intention of this work was to find methods for the real-time optimization of crushing
plants, rather than maximizing the output of a single plant. To be able to truly optimize a
crushing plant, several things are required:
•
•
•
•

An understanding of the customers and the market situation to know exactly what
would be the most beneficial to produce.
Models of the equipment and the process.
Sensors able to monitor everything important in the process but nothing else.
Computers fast enough and equipped with an algorithm to calculate the perfect
settings in real-time, including all the factors mentioned above.

It cannot be stated that everything mentioned above is in perfect order. However, the author
does not doubt that that is the direction we are heading. This work does contain some
elements of each point above, in particular, models of the process as a basis (Papers B, C and
D), but here the models are not too detailed. At this stage, there might be a risk of fitting the
models to noise and odd phenomena at singe-crushing plants instead of understanding the
models. Optimize a plant in steady state either manually or with one of the software programs
mentioned above would be a good start, and adding the time dynamics as a factor in the future
will make these simulations even better. However, this does not contradict the practice of
adjusting the plant in real-time while depending on un-modeled phenomena. Today, these
phenomena are mainly machine wear and raw material properties. In the future, it may be
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other factors. The FSM algorithm described above can handle unpredictable things on a short
time scale (hours), while the EVOP approach, as tested here, is better for optimization when
the parameters do not change quickly. Additionally, the EVOP approach can be very good for
evaluation and parameter testing when building new models (incorporating new
understanding) of the process.
A recommendation from the author is to run a HP type crusher with a frequency converter and
an FSM algorithm. For the Hydrocone crushers, the EVOP is probably a good way of
continuously trying to find the best combination of speed and CSS.

10.2 ANSWERS TO THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Here the answers to the research questions stated in chapter 2.2 are given.
Is it possible to improve the production process by complementing these open-loop systems
with feedback from the process and product yield and thereby obtain a closed-loop control
system?
Yes, it is definitely possible. These results obtained from testing both algorithms show that
using a system in addition to the machine-specific system can control the crushing process
with respect to the amount of products produced. In practice, an improvement of 4.2% has
been demonstrated on an HP crusher with a frequency converter. On a Hydrocone, a ~3.5%
performance increase has been demonstrated on a crusher equipped with an automatic setting
regulation system using a closed-loop feedback data input from the process. The control of a
crushing process with a varying feed is an unusual control problem as there is not a known
setpoint. The absence of a setpoint value can be solved by using an algorithm that
continuously improves the process.
In order to control crushers using information about the product yield, it is necessary to
monitor the material flows at many different positions in the process. Is there a more cost
effective alternative to expensive belt scales?
The algorithm tests and the belt scale tests demonstrate that materials flow monitoring can be
performed with sufficient accuracy by measuring the power draw of the conveyor belt. It is
possible to accurately monitor materials flows and product yields in the process by measuring
the electrical power on inclined conveyor belts. This has been demonstrated by comparing
tests conducted with traditional belt scales as well as in two full-scale process control cases.
Changes in the process are difficult to observe due to noise, spread, and natural variations.
Repeated or continuous measurements with statistical analysis are required to accurately
measure changes in the process.
CSS is the most common control parameter for adjusting the product from cone crushers. Is it
possible to use other parameters such as eccentric speed for real-time optimization?
The results from the tests investigating the effect of speed control on a cone crusher clearly
show that the eccentric speed parameter can be used to control and improve the process.
Speed is an important machine parameter that, up to now, has not been used for active control
of cone crushers. It has been demonstrated to have a great impact on the efficiency of cone
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crushers. It can also be used to compensate for both slow changes in the crushing chamber
geometry and wear and input material variation and to tune the product particle size
distribution.
Is it possible to optimize the process with two real-time adjustable parameters at the same
time?
Yes, on an HP crusher, the speed can constantly be used to compensate for the lack of CSS
compensation. The results obtained from tests in which both CSS and speed were taken into
account show that the total performance space that can be accessed by tuning the parameters
is about 20% on an HP crusher. Not all crushers are operated in the worst-case scenario,
making roughly half of this increase possible in practice. Typically, a performance increment
of 6.9% has been demonstrated.
Is it possible for a real-time algorithm to perform the optimization described above?
Natural stochastic and systematic variations in the crushing process can definitely be taken
advantage of and be compensated for in order to improve the production yield in a crushing
process. A finite state machine (FSM) has proved to be a successful way of creating an
algorithm capable of selecting setpoints for the CSS and the speed, respectively. An algorithm
inspired from EVOP can be used for tuning long term optimization with feed-back from the
process on a continuous basis.

10.3 FUTURE WORK
Several things have been investigated and put together to achieve real-time optimization in
this thesis, and subsequently improvements can be done in several areas:
•

•
•

•

The development of improved sensors, e.g. image analysis equipment directly after the
crusher, would make it easier to optimize crushers with respect to the products,
because more measurement points on the cumulative particle size distribution will be
accessible. As an alternative to image analysis, the use of mass-flow meters after
screens would be much more applicable if they could be placed on horizontal belts to
a reasonable cost.
To improve the models of the process behavior and have a simulation environment
where the algorithms could be improved automatically would probably be fruitful.
Especially the FSM algorithm is suitable for such training.
Real-time optimization for only one crushing stage (a crusher with consecutive
screens) has been investigated. A crushing plant often has several consecutive
crushing stages. In order to avoid a sub-optimization, the entire plant must be
optimized simultaneously. This applies also when the optimization is performed in
real-time. To optimize the entire plant also economics, stocks, maintenance and
scheduling would be necessary to include.
The phenomenon with the extended lifetime of the liners in Paper C can have several
explanations (less long term changes on crushing chamber, changed wear hardening)
and an investigation why this phenomenon occurs would be interesting.
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